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Off we go into a new decade ...
Which made me think that it might be a good time to look back at 
how mobile music has changed in the relatively short time since Palm 
Sounds came about (not even 5 years as yet). After all, 
it isn’t every day that you step into a new decade, and 
an enormous amount has happened since Palm Sounds 
started out looking at and commenting on the mobile 
music world.

To do this I thought that one of the simplest and most interesting  
ways to look at how things have changed and evolved was to go back 
over a handful of posts from Palm Sounds where I commented on the 
state of mobile music. There were a few ad hoc posts like this, but for 
the most part they tend to be at the start and end of each year which works well for 
this collection. In fact, if I didn’t know any better I might say I’d intended to do this all 
along.

I’ll start by looking at 2006 with a post from December of that year, which was the 
first year I wrote Palm Sounds.  Looking back to 2006 I can see that mobile music news 
was thin on the ground and posts were few in those days.



2006
Here’s what I wrote at the end of 2006:

Thoughts on Mobile Music Making in 2006

I thought I'd jot down some thoughts about the state of mobile music making, and also 
about the blog and where I see things going. As the year comes to a close I think it is worthwhile 
looking at what good stuff came about and what is coming up.

2006: A Good year for mobile music making?

Well, in some ways yes and in some ways no. Bhajis Loops is no longer being developed, and 
that is sad, but understandable. But this year we've seen a new version of NotePad from 
MiniMusic which has been an excellent move forward for notation on the palm.

We've also had a new version of BeatPad which again has extended the use of the the little 
palm sequencer.

These two applications have tied into the miniMusic SoundPad application for sound design. 
The three of them together form the basis of the minimusic pro-suite, and I think that it really 
does feel like a suite of apps now.

Add to this the latest application from miniMusic, AxisPad only delivered in November this 
year, and you have a really rounded suite of music applications.

Of course, minmusic aren't going to stop their, if you look at their development calendar 
you'll see what they've got planned for next year, and it looks really appealing.

But it is a such a shame that there are so few developers of palm music software. Perhaps 
we'll see a few more in 2007?

2006 was a good year for PocketPC music. We saw miniMIXA open up in a big way. We saw 
PocketPC's become able to use Palm software, and in particular Bhajis Loops by the use of the 
new StyleTap Palm emulator.
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So, on the whole not bad. And maybe more things to come in 2007, who knows? I think that 
should be for another post.

As you can see, 2006 was a quiet year for mobile music, and looking back at it I can’t 
entirely remember what my motivations were for starting the blog. However, I did have 
much higher hopes for 2007 as you can see from this post a day later:

M O N D AY, D E C E M B E R  0 4 , 2 0 0 6

Mobile Music in 2007...

After my post yesterday about 2006 I thought I'd write something about 2007 and what I'm 
hoping for.

Palm Applications: MiniMusic

One the things I'm most looking forward to in 2007 is new applications from minimusic. If 
you look at their development calendar you'll see what they've got planned for next year, and it 
looks really appealing.

1st off there's MixPad an application for mixing MIDI files. MixPad is the next application 
that they plan to release, and, like the others so far it will use the Krikit sound engine. Once 
MixPad arrives you'll be able to create sounds in SoundPad use them in NotePad or BeatPad 
and then export them to MIDI to mix them in MixPad. The suite of apps will really take on a 
new dimension I think with the addition of MixPad.

Next I hope that there will be a new version of NotePad. In version 1.5 I'm hoping for the 
ability to export a song file as a .wav file onto memory card. Things will become very interesting 
if that comes about. In theory you'll be able to create a .wav file in NotePad export it, and 
import it into Bhajis Loops. That would in effect give you the ability to have sounds created in 
SoundPad used in Bhajis Loops. Now that would be interesting. Or indeed, if you made 
percussion sounds in SoundPad you could use them (as .wavs) in Microbe and then export from 
Microbe to Bhajis Loops. I do like the thought of being about to move sounds and files around 
between all these apps, and I think that is really on the horizon now.

After NotePad I'm waiting for SpinPad. I have played with the demo of SpinPad for ages, 
since the day it was actually released in fact, and I find it so interesting. It is a completely unique 
interface for making music. I don't know where they got the idea from, but it is great. Again, if 
this uses the Krikit sound engine and has the ability to export to MIDI so you can then pick up 
your work in MixPad, that is going to be amazing. MiniMusic will have done an amazing job.

Of course it doesn't end there... I'd also like to see updates to SoundPad to include other 
wave forms, and features like locking banks of sounds. I'd like to see updates to AxisPad to allow 
recording of performances.

Finally, I'm holding my breath for WavePad the Palm OS multi-track digital audio editor. I 
don't know how it will work, but the idea is a really exciting one.

Palm Applications: ChocoPoolp
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I would love to see some new developments of Bhajis Loops or Microbe, but I doubt that this 
will happen in 2007 which is a shame although understandable. There was some discussion of a 
mini synth application on the Bhajis Garden forum, but nothing has happened as yet.

Pocket PC Applications: SSEYO

I hope that SSEYO will continue to develop their miniMIXA application, and possibly even 
port it to the Palm platform? Again, apps like Griff and Syntrax don't seem to be being actively 
updated, so miniMixa is sort of the only thing left. It would be nice to see more developers 
joining in.

Hardware:

It is difficult to say what will happen hardware-wise in 2007? Will Apple bring in a 
smartphone or newton update? Will it have a micro version of Garageband that you can use?

Mixing / DJ'ing

There seem to be more applications on mobile phones that allow you to do things like remix 
tracks and make ringtones from mp3 files and the like, maybe we'll see more of this kind of 
application come to the surface? Who knows, it could be interesting.

Other stuff:

In 2007 I'd like to get along to the Mobile Music Workshop. The one in 2006 was in 
Brighton and I'd wished I'd gone along.

... so, lots to look forward to, lots to comment on, lots to enjoy making music with. Here's to 
2007.

I had high hopes for 2007, and it was a good year for mobile music on the whole as 
you can see from this post on the 31st of December 2007.

2007
Looking at 2007 again I can see that mobile music was only just starting to grow up, 

but even so it was a good year. Here’s what I wrote about at the end of 2007.

MONDAY, DECEMBER 31, 2007

Mobile Music in 2007: Round up

I thought it might be worthwhile to give 2007 a little review in terms of some of the 
highlights of the year, Of course, lots of other things happened and, but this is kind of a best of 
review of 2007. Overall a good year for mobile music in many ways.

January

Apple announces the iPhone a mobile device running OSX
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Belkin announces the TuneStudio, a 4track hardware add-on for 5th Gen iPods.

February

4Pockets release Pocket StompBox for Windows Mobile, an effects box for using live.

Alesis announce iMultiMix 8 USB with iPod integration.

March

miniMusic released their MIDI player / mixer application MixPad 

April

Palm announce their new Linux based OS.

May

In May we saw the release of the first true multi-track software for a handheld. MeTeoR by 
4Pockets gives 12 tracks of audio with effects and automation.

Tao Group go into administration and with them miniMIXA disappears for ever.

Palm Sounds publishes the mobile music directory.

Pacemaker DJ

June

Intermorphic are born out of Tao Group and announce their first products.

Griff Network MIDI plugin surfaces.

MeTeoR PC version becomes available.

Syntrax becomes free.

MilkyTracker v0.90.60 released.

July

Mixx Mobile released

Palm Sounds announces Sound Toys series

August

Pophorns are coming.

DScratch video on YouTube

Palm Sounds releases first Sound Toy app - ranDRUM

Psytexx II updated to v 0.5

September

Tenori-on launch

UbiSoft release JamSessions for the DS platform

Kaosillator announced by Korg

More details on DScratch appear

iPod Touch announced.

Palm cancels the Foleo device
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Pophorns go live!

October

MeTeoR saw an upgrade to version 1.07

Apple announce official SDK for iPhone / iPod Touch coming Feb 2008

DScratch is to become DS Protein Suite of audio manipulation applications

TrakAx mobile multimedia app for Pocket PC on the way

Circuit Bending challenge from CDM

Styletap Symbian version in alpha: Now run Bhajis in Symbian!

November

Pixilang version 1.2 allows Palm users to create soft synth type applications

iPhone comes to the UK

iPod Touch firmware upgrade allows calendar add / edit. iPod Touch becomes a true PDA

Google announces Android mobile OS.

Harmonix Phase game for 5th Gen iPods appears

TrakAx Mobile becomes available for Windows Mobile

December

Garnet VM for Nokia internet tablet allows Palm apps to run.

All in all I think it was a good year in many ways. There have been some new applications 
and some apps that have disappeared namely miniMIXA. There's been lots of new hardware 
too, and maybe the start of a more mainstream future for mobile music.

So, more of the same for 2008 or a really interesting year on the horizon? Time will tell.

So you can see that 2007 was really an amazing year for mobile music with a lot going 
on and the whole mobile music scene. When I look at what I hoped for in 2008 it wasn’t 
a bad  set of predictions at all. Take a look:

MONDAY, DECEMBER 31, 2007

Looking forward to 2008

Well, we're nearly at 2008. I think that there is quite a lot to look forward to in 2008 and 
here are a few of the things I'd love to see next year:

January

- What will Apple announce at MacWorld?

- TuneStudio released at last?

- TrakAx competition closes - 21st Jan

February

- Apple to release the iPhone and iPod Touch SDK!
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- Pacemaker DJ device available?

March

- First iPhone music apps?

- DScratch and DS Protein apps develop?

April

- More games like Harmonix Phase for iPods?

- More Sound Toys from Palm Sounds, or something more interesting?

May

- 2008 Mobile Music Workshop in Vienna

June

- Something new from miniMusic like SpinPad or WavePad?

July

- Something new from 4Pockets, or maybe updates of StompBox and AudioBox?

August

- Echo nest doing something exciting with the iPhone and iPod Touch?

September

- TrakAx updated and even more impressive?

October

- AxisPad update to include recording and MIDI

November

- Echo nest release Capers for Palm?

December

- MixPad Pro: MIDI recording and editing 

Obviously I'd love to see all these and more in 2008, but I guess we'll need to see what 
happens.

2008
Looking back at 2008 I wish that some of the Palm stuff had come about, but from 

the vantage point of 2009 I can’t see there being much new development for Palm OS 
software at all. So here’s what did happen in 2008.

Mobile Music in 2008

Well, it has been an interesting year to say the least. As in previous years I've decided to run 
through a little review of what's happened in 2008 not only to show how things have changed, 
but also as a little reminder of many of the high points of the year.
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January

January saw the final launch of TuneStudio from Belkin, only a year after they first 
announced the product. To follow that up they announced their Podcast Studio product as well.

We saw PocketGuitar appear as a jailbreak app for the iPhone and Styletap demoed a 
version of their Palm OS emulation platform running on the iPhone. Sadly, at the time of writing 
this has still not seen the light of day.

In other news Gary Kibler made the first album solely with a Kaossilator, and Bug Labs 
started off their modular PDA / Device (although still not available in the 
UK).

February

Feb was a slightly quieter time for Palm Sounds, although I did 
interview miniMusic. Pixilang the pixel based language was updated to 
version 1.4 and Pixitracker appeared, the first tracker written in the 
pixilang language.

March

March brought the news that Syntrax (now free) was available for 
Symbian S60 devices. The first news of the Korg DS-10 arrived. TrakAx 
mobile, the innovative media editing application for Windows Mobile got updated for VGA 
devices, and Pixilang moved up again to version 1.5.

April

April was a big month for Palm OS. We saw the release of SunVox, the multi-platform 
modular music application, which has been a huge step forward for Palm users. Corrosion, a new 
plug in for Bhajis Loops was released in beta. Corrosion was the first independently developed 
plug in for Bhajis Loops. PalmBuzzer, the sample player app for Palm OS was released.

Groovestep, the music sequencer / studio for the Nintendo DS was announced.

In addition, Milkytracker got an update and went open source at the same time.

May
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For me May was very important. May was the first time I got to take Palm Sounds Live. 
Hopefully I'll get the chance to do it again at some point.

Little GP Tracker turned 1.0, and glitchDS arrives for the nintendo DS platform.

The other really big news in May was that Intermorphic announced that they were coming 
back to the mobile market with their app Mixtikl.

June

June brought Apple's WWDC at which Apple demoed the 'Band' app from MooCowMusic. 
Following the WWDC Intua announced their BeatMaker app for the iPhone. In addition, 
miniMusic announced that they would be developing for the iPhone platform, but sadly, at the 
time of writing they have not published any apps.

July

July brought us Apple's App Store on iTunes together with the 3G 
iPhone. Intua released their Beatmaker app and the companion BeatPack 
application.

The Korg DS-10 was finally released, but in Japan only.

August

August was dominated by new apps for the iPhone / iPod Touch platform. The notable ones 
from my point of view are, Noise IO Pro, ProRemote, iDrum, BtBx, ITM series of apps, and 
PaklSound.

In hardware news N>Trans (the audio CF interface for windows mobile devices) was made 
known to me, but at a price of £281 it still seems very expensive.

September

It was no real surprise that September was also dominated by news of new iPhone apps. For 
me the most interesting ones were Cosmovox due to the way it used accelerometer parameters 
to map to musical elements, miniSynth as it was one of the first real synthesis applications for 
the iPhone, and 4 Tracks Lite for being the first 4 track app on the platform.
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There were of course lots of other apps that appeared including, Bedrum, FMScreen, 
Haplome, Guitarist, and Thereminator.

In Windows Mobile news, we saw the first update to Griff in years, even though it was just 
an update for new skins, and Theresa the Windows Mobile MIDI controller appeared.

Groovestep went to public beta and cellDS, a lua extensible grid sequencer arrived.

Finally, corrosion moved up to beta version 2.

October

October brought us the next version of Sunvox, version 1.1 which 
added a huge range of new features and capabilities. We also saw 
Alleygate arrive, another new Bhajis Loops plug in.

October was a busy month for the iPhone too, with generative music 
arriving in the shape of Bloom. Noise IO Pro arrived and with it an 
updated an highly interactive new version of their web site. SynthPond the 
ambient sequencer arrived. Cosmovox got OSC support, and RJDJ arrived 
providing unusual musical creation on the iPhone platform.

November

More iPhone apps arrived in November and lots of updated too. Four 
Tracks for Sonoma Wire Works arrived, another multi-track app. Zoozbeat and Zoozbeat lite 
arrived for making music with gestures. Smule released their wind sensitive ocarina application 
for iPhone.

FingerBassline brings us a TB303 for the iPhone, and 4Pockets announce that they will 
develop for the iPhone too (games only so far).

Mixtikl went into beta testing and Palm Sounds get a look in.

December

The big news in December has been the final released of Mixtikl, a year and a half after the 
demise of Tao Group and miniMXA, Intermorphic have built of the success of their BAFTA 
winning miniMIXA app with the Mixtikl suite of applications.
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This month also sees the announcement of a new pink kaossilator and of course a number 
of new iPhone apps.

iStylophone is one of the coolest apps I've seen so far on the app store. GigBaby arrived as 
another multi-track but with many more features to boot, and FutureSound brought artists like 
Scanner and David Toop into generative music for the iPhone.

So, what a year. It is fair to say that this year has been a major year for mobile music and 
that has been largely driven by the arrival of the iPhone platform. Whether you like Apple or 
not, at the very least they've stimulated the market and developers have shown that there is 
real value in mobile music apps.

I'm hoping that 2009 will be just as eventful for mobile music and that we'll see even more 
innovation in hardware and software.

All the best. Palm Sounds.

2009
When I decided to write this it was because when I started to think about writing a 

review of 2009 I realised that it was almost impossible to do as so much has happened 
this year. I had considered doing something like a month by month review, but it would 
be such a huge long post that I just didn’t think it would work at all.

So, instead I thought this would be an interesting look at how things have changed 
since 2006.

As for 2010 and beyond, I’m looking forward to seeing what comes up next year, I 
can only hope that it is as busy, interesting and varied as 2009.

All the best for 2010. Palm Sounds.
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